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Abstract A genetic algorithm was developed and assessed in
order to select pairs of proper structural descriptors able to
estimate and predict octanol-water partition coefficients of
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). The molecular descriptors
family was calculated for a sample of 206 PCBs. The problem
of searching for the proper descriptors in order to identify
structure-activity relationships was translated in genetic terms.
The following parameters were imposed in the genetic
algorithm (GA) search: sample size − 12, number of variables
in multivariate linear regression − 4, imposed adaptation
requirements − 3 criteria, maximum number of generations −
50,000, selection strategy − tournament, probability of parent/
child mutation − 0.05, number of genes implied in the
mutation − 2, optimization parameter - determination coefficient, optimization score - minimum in the sample, and
optimization objective - maximum. The highest determination
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coefficient was obtained in the generation 17,277. Twenty-one
evolutions were studied until the optimum solution was
obtained. The model identified by the implemented genetic
algorithm proved not to be statistically different from the
model identified through complete search (ZSteiger =1.37,
p=0.0861). According to this GA model, the relationship
between the structure of PCBs and octanol-water partition
coefficients was of geometric and topological nature as
previously revealed by the complete search. The genetic
algorithm proved its ability to identify two pairs of molecular
descriptors able to characterize the relationship between the
structure of PCBs and the octanol-water partition coefficient.
Keywords Genetic algorithm (GA) . Molecular descriptors
family (MDF) . Multivariate linear regression (MLR) .
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)

Introduction
The methods of structure-property/activity relationships
(QSP/AR), which proved their utility in different
research fields, were introduced over 40 years ago [1].
Various approaches to the generation and calculation of
descriptors were developed and proved their abilities to
estimate and predict different properties/activities on
different classes of chemically active compounds: comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) [2] and its
variant comparative molecular similarity indices analysis
(CoMSIA) [3]); weighted holistic invariant molecular
(WHIM) [4] and its variant molecular surface weighted
holistic invariant molecular (MS-WHIM) [5]);minimal
topological distance (MTD) and its variant minimum
steric difference (MSD) [6]); molecular descriptor family
(MDF) [7-9]; S-SAR (Spectral Structure-Activity Rela-
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tionship) [10]); fragment-based two dimensional QSAR
(FB-QSAP) [11]; multiple field three dimensional QSAR
(MF-3D-QSAP) [12] & three-dimensional holographic
vector of atomic interaction field (3D-HoVAIF) [13]; four
dimensional QSAR and five dimensional QSAR (4DQSAR & 5D-QSAR) [14, 15] ( etc.
Different strategies are used to select the descriptors with
the highest ability to explain the property/activity of interest
(e.g., principal component analysis [16], factor analysis [17],
stepwise multiple linear/non-linear regression [18-20]). Genetic algorithms [21-23], self-organizing-maps [24], machine
learning and artificial intelligence [25, 26] were also proved
to be useful techniques for selecting descriptors.
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are chlorinated congeners known as stable organic industrial chemicals widely
used as insulating, hydraulic and lubricating fluids, heat
exchanger fluids as well as additives in adhesive inks and
paints [27]. SAR analyses had previously been performed
on PCBs (octanol/soil-water partition coefficient [28, 29],
bio concentration factors [30], biodegradation rate [31],
liquid vapour pressure [32], retention time [33], gas-particle
partitioning in the atmosphere [34]) due to their persistence
in the environment [35], bioaccumulation [36, 37], and
toxicities or health effects [38].
The objective of the paper was to assess the ability of our
genetic algorithm to select two pairs of structural descriptors
with the highest contribution to the octanol-water partition
coefficient on a sample of polychlorinated biphenyls.

Materials and methods
Polychlorinated biphenyls and SAR-MDF
The octanol-water partition coefficient of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs, see generic structure in Fig. 1) had
previously been modeled by using complex information
obtained from the structure of compounds using the MDF

approach [39]. The MDF approach was integrated into a
series of home-made software in order to generate and
calculate molecular descriptors [40].
The octanol-water partition coefficient expressed in logarithmic scale (logKow, Kow =Cow/Cwo, where Cow is the
concentration of the solute in octanol saturated with water, and
Cwo is the concentration of the solute in water saturated with
octanol [41]) was taken from a previously reported research
[42] (see supplementary Table 1). The sample size of the
investigated PCBs comprised 206 compounds out of the total
number of 209 PCBs, due to the non availability or
unsteadiness of the measured octanol-water partition coefficients (two dichlorobiphenyls and one hexachlorobiphenyls).
The molecular structure of the PCBs was drawn by using
HyperChem.1 The semi-empirical extended Hückel model
was applied in order to calculate the partial charges [43].
The semi-empirical single-point Austin method (AM1) was
applied in order to optimize compound geometry [44] (step
1). The optimized molecules, which store information on the
topology, geometry and charge distribution of the PCBs,
represented the primary data for generating the MDF (step 2).
The MDF was generated and comprised a number of 787,968
members resulted from the multiplication of all the case
sensible operators used to generate them ð2  6  24 6 
4  19  6Þ (step 3, see Table 1). A selection algorithm able
to identify valid descriptors was applied and the descriptors
containing little or redundant information were eliminated
(step 3). The descriptors whose values were identical or
nearly identical were also removed (step 3). SAR models
with two pairs of descriptors were identified through
complete search (all possible solutions, combination of the
787,968 MDF members taken 4 – 1.61∙1022) by using MDF
members to explain the octanol-water partition coefficient of
PCBs (step 4). Valid SAR models (in terms of model
significance, significance of the model coefficients, etc.)
underwent cross-validation analysis (step 5).
The highest performance SAR model obtained through
complete search is presented in Eq. (1):



Yb CS ¼ 3:04ð0:30Þ þ IIDDKGg  ð0:42Þð0:06Þ þ IHDRKEg  0:04 2:09  103 þ
aHMmjQt  0:07ð0:02Þ þ aSMMjQg  ð37:50Þð10:10Þ
r½95%CI  ¼ 0:9575½0:9443  0:9675; r2 ¼ 0:9168; n ¼ 206;


2
radj
¼ 0:9151; sest ¼ 0:24; Fest ðpÞ ¼ 554 2:75  10107 ;






tint ðpÞ ¼ 19:72 7:27  1049 ; tX 1 ðpÞ ¼ 14:80 5:09  1034 ; tX 2 ðpÞ ¼ 41:73 5:97  10101 ;




tX 3 ðpÞ ¼ 6:64 2:89  1010 ; tX 4 ðpÞ ¼ 7:32 5:86  1032 ;


2
2
rcvloo
¼ 0:9093; Fpred ðpÞ ¼ 504 8:08  10105 ; scvloo ¼ 0:25; r2  rcvloo
¼ 0:0075
where YbCS =octanol-water partition coefficient by Eq. (1),
CS = complete search; IIDDKGg (X1), IHDRKEg (X2),

1

http://hyper.com/products/

ð1Þ
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aSMMjQg (X3) and aHMmjQt (X4) = MDF members; r =
correlation coefficient, 95%CI=95% confidence interval of
correlation coefficient; r2 = determination coefficient; n =
s am p l e s i z e ; r2adj ¼ adjusted determination coefficient;
sest = standard error of estimate; Fest(p) = F value of
estimate (significance); t = t-value; int = intercept;
r2cvloo ¼ cross  validation leave  one  out squared
correlation coefficient; Fpred(p) = F value of predicted
(significance); scv-loo = standard error of predicted.

Fig. 1 Generic structure of PCBs

Table 1 Genetic representation of the MDF genotype
Gene

Encodes ...

Values

d

Distance operator

p

Atomic property used to construct
the phenotype

g = geometric distance
t = topological distance
M = relative atomic mass

I

Interaction descriptor

O

Overlapping interactions

f

Algorithm of molecular
fragmentation on atom pairs

M

Global overlapping of fragment
interaction

L

Linearization operators

Q = atomic partial charge, semi-empirical Extended Hückel model, single point approach
C = cardinality, trivial atomic property - its value for any atom is equal with 1
E = atomic electronegativity - relative electronegativity value on the Sanderson scale
G = group electronegativity - value obtained by calculating the geometric mean of the
electronegativity associated to the atoms group adjacent to the investigated atom
H = number of hydrogen atoms adjacent to the investigated atom
could take one of the following twenty-two values: D(d), d(1/d), O(p1), o(1/p1), P(p1p2), p(1/
p1p2), Q(√p1p2), q(1/√p1p2), J(p1d), j(1/p1d), K(p1p2d), k(1/p1p2d), L(d√p1p2), l(1/d√p1p2), V(p1/
d), E(p1/d2), W(p12/d), w(p1p2/d), F(p12/d2), f(p1p2/d2), S(p12/d3), s(p1p2/d3), T(p12/d4), t(p1p2/d4);
where d = distance operator and p = atomic property
Six values were implemented, two for the models with sporadic and distant interactions (R and r),
two for the models with frequent and distant interactions (M and m, respectively), and two for the
models with frequent and closed interactions (D and d)
P = fragmentation based on paths
D = fragmentation based on distances
M = fragmentation in maximal fragments
m = fragmentation in minimal fragments - trivial fragments with one atom
▪ group of values: m = minimum value, M = maximum value, n = lowest absolute value,
N = highest absolute value;
▪ group of mean: S = sum, A = arithmetic mean according to the number of fragment properties,
a = arithmetic mean according to the number of fragments, B = arithmetic mean according to the
number of atoms, b = arithmetic mean according to the number of bonds;
▪ geometric group: P = multiplication, G = geometric mean according to the number of fragment
properties, g = geometric mean according to the number of fragments, F = geometric mean
according to the number of atoms, f = geometric mean according to the number of bonds;
▪ harmonic group: s = harmonic sum, H = harmonic mean according to the number of fragment
properties, h = harmonic mean according to the number of fragments, I = harmonic mean
according to the number of atoms, i = harmonic mean according to the number of bonds
I = identity
i = inverse
A = absolute value
a = inverse of absolute value
l = logarithm of absolute value
L = logarithm.
Obs.: One of these operators was applied to evaluate the fittest of each descriptor

These scores were calculated and displayed for each generation in order to analyze the GA.
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The model identified through complete search used three
molecular descriptors that referred to the geometry
(IIDDKGg, IHDRKEg, and aSMMjQg) and the topology
of compounds (aHMmjQt). In terms of atomic property,
aHMmjQt, and aSMMjQg referred to partial charge,
IIDDKGg to group electronegativity and IHDRKEg to
atomic electronegativity.
Generic algorithm
A heuristic search based on a genetic algorithm was proposed
for identifying multivariate linear regression models. The
following key elements were taken into consideration when
the genetic algorithm was implemented: genetic model
(genotype-phenotype dualism) [45]; mapping (character-gene
dualism) [46]; mutation (random [47], deliberate [48],
environment [49]); and survival of the fittest [50].
Three criteria were taken into account when the heuristic
algorithm was developed: speed (the solution had to be
obtained in a short time), precision (the solution had to be
as close as possible to the global optimum, see the Eq. (1)),
and applicability domain (entry data sets from molecular
descriptor family).
The structure-activity relationship that had to be solved
was: which SAR best described the octanol-water partition
coefficient of PCBs as a function of the structure based on
the structural information of PCBs? The molecular topology of each compound was based on the chemical bonds
between atoms and molecular geometry. Molecular topology was obtained by applying the approximate models of
quantum and molecular physics and was regarded as
structural information.
The following parameters were assigned in order to
solve the problem:
&
&

&

Search space: MDF of PCBs.
Initial sample: Each MDF member is characterized by
seven genes (one for each letter in the descriptor’s
name, see Table 1). The volume of the initial sample
was of 12 descriptors.
Adaptation: Genotypes were transformed into phenotypes by checking their values in the environment of the
experimental (observed) data and by applying the
linearization operator. Three criteria were used to adapt
each genotype: minimum of the absolute variance (a
ratio of measured data variance; 0.1 was used);
maximum of the Jarque-Bera value (no higher than
the Jarque-Bera value ratio on the measured data [51],
1.0 was used); and minimum value of the determination
coefficient between estimated and experimental data
(0.1 was used).

&

&
&
&

Fittest and phenotyping. The fittest score of an
individual was defined as the minimum MLR
determination coefficient in relation to all the other
individuals in the sample. The following fittest
scores were defined and calculated in order to
characterize an individual:




Sum of residuals in estimate: se ¼ Σ Yb i  Yip (objective:
minimum); where p=1.
 
p
Determination coefficient: r2 ¼ r2 Y ; Yb
: (objective:
maximum); where p = 2.
Hölder mean of student t-parameters associated to the
and coefficients of the MLR model: Mt ¼
intercept
P
1=p
1=n ni¼1 t ip
(objective: maximum); where p=1
(for this value the arithmetic mean was obtained), ti =
Student t-parameter associated with the regression
coefficients (including the intercept).

&

Quantity of explained or un-explained entropy: Hr=H
(r2,1-r2,p) (objective: minimum).

&

Selection: Sample pairs of individuals were selected for
reproduction. The binary tournament selection was used
(two individuals competed for selection; the fittest
criterion was applied). The selected individuals underwent genotype crossover and mutation. The equation
used for selection was: pi=fi/Σifi (where pi = probability
used for selection, fi = fittest score).
Crossover & mutation: Two genotypes were selected
and crossed over (two point crossover = randomly
selected two crossover points) and two offspring were
obtained. A mutation (which implied the randomized
selection of the gene that had to be mutated and the
random mutation of the selected gene) was applied to
the parents (with a low probability p1) or to an offspring
(with a low probability p2). In our study, two genes
were implied in mutation. The imposed probability of
parent and/or child mutations was set to 0.05.
Survival: Valid offspring replaced two individuals in
the sample in the following order: dead individuals,
parents, others (deterministic type). At the end of this
step, an evolution cycle was completed and a new
generation of the sample was created.
Evolution: The identified solutions were stored in the
database. The cycle continued to adapt until the
imposed maximum number of generations (50,000 for
this experiment) or an imposed value of the best (or
worst) fittest score were obtained.

&

&

&

The GA-MLR objective was to obtain the four-member
SAR model with the highest determination coefficient. The
GA was implemented as a Windows based FreePascal
application with MySQL connectivity for fetching the data.
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The maximization of the minimum value of the determination coefficient obtained from genetic algorithm - multiple
linear regression (GA-MLR) was the criterion used for
optimization.
The partial F test [52] and Steiger’s Z test [53] were
applied in order to test if adding a new descriptor
significantly improved the estimation of octanol-water
partition coefficients of PCBs.
The GA-MLR model was also subject to principal
component and classification analysis by using Statistica
8.0 software (significance level of 5%) in order to identify
factors within the descriptors of the GA-MLR.
The GA-MLR SAR model was analyzed by applying
two internal validation methods: leave-one-out and leavemany-out analyses (training versus test analysis) [54]. The
leave-many-out analysis was performed by randomly
splitting the PCBs sample into training and test sets.
The Fisher Z test was used to compare the GA-MLR
correlation coefficient with the correlation coefficient
identified through complete search (H0 hypothesis: the
correlation coefficient obtained in GA-MLR was not
different from the correlation coefficient obtained in the
complete search) [53]. The Z critical value for a
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significance level of 5% was equal to 1:96ðZcalculated 2
ð1; 1:96 [ ½1:96; þ1Þ, then the H0 is rejected).

Results
The improvement of the determination coefficient was
observed in 21 generations out of the total number of
50,000 generations. The characteristics of the GA-MLR in
the generations that underwent evolution expressed as:
the generation in which an improved r2 was obtained, the
number of genotypes and phenotypes in cultivar; the
number of valid regressions, the correlation coefficient
and associated 95% confidence interval, the sum of
residuals in estimate, the Hölder mean of t values, and the
quantity of explained and un-explained entropy are presented in Table 2. The evolution of the GA-MLR in terms
of determination coefficients is graphically represented
in Fig. 2.
The GA-MLR model with the highest correlation
coefficient was obtained at generation 17,277 (out of
50,000). The characteristics of the GA-MLR model are
presented in Eq. (2):

YGAMLR ¼ 11:15ð1:895Þ  iIPRJCg  1:97ð0:412Þ  IiPDLCg  9:07ð2:152Þ 
IMDRLHt  0:02ð0:006Þ  IhDDJCt  0:06ð0:007Þ
r½95%CI ¼ 0:9516½0:9367  0:9630; r2 ¼ 0:9056;
n ¼ 206;

2
102
radj
¼ 0:9037;
s
¼
0:26;
F
ðpÞ
¼
482
9:31
 est
 est
  10 18; 


24
tint ðpÞ ¼ 11:60 3:72  10
; tX1 ðpÞ ¼ 9:46 8:65  10
; tX2 ðpÞ ¼ 8:31 1:39  1014 ;




tX3 ðpÞ ¼ 6:07 6:12  109 ; tX4 ðpÞ ¼ 16:51 2:89  1039 ;


2
2
rcvloo
¼ 0:8977; Fpred ðpÞ ¼ 441 1:79  1099 ; scvloo ¼ 0:27; r2  rcvloo
¼ 0:0079
^

^

where YGAMLR = estimated octanol-water partition coefficient(expressed in logarithmic scale) by the GA-MLR
model; iIPRJCg (X1), IiPDLCg (X2), IMDRLHt (X3),
IhDDJCt (X4) = MDF members of the GA-MLR
model.
We analyzed whether adding a new descriptor significantly improved the estimation of the octanol-water
partition coefficient. The results are presented in the
supplementary Table 2.
Four factors were identified when principal components
and classification analysis of the descriptors used by Eq. (2)

ð2Þ

was performed. The contribution of each descriptor to the
factors was:
&
&
&
&

Factor 1: 0.254859 - iIPRJCg, 0.246527 0.245152 - IMDRLHt, 0.253462 - IhDDJCt;
Factor 2: 0.204077 - iIPRJCg, 0.294446 0.297065 - IMDRLHt, 0.204411 - IhDDJCt;
Factor 3: 0.166662 - iIPRJCg, 0.185968 0.319939 - IMDRLHt, 0.327431 - IhDDJCt;
Factor 5: 0.374402 - iIPRJCg, 0.273059 0.137844 - IMDRLHt, 0.214695 - IhDDJCt.

IiPDLCg,
IiPDLCg,
IiPDLCg,
IiPDLCg,
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Table 2 Summary of GA performances according to generation
Evol

Geno

Pheno

NAli

ra [95% CI]

se

Mt

Hr

0
23
210
234
273
478
3179
3962

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

18
22
22
23
20
19
22
20

733
1317
1962
2700
1197
1002
2133
956

0.9413 [0.9233–0.9550]
0.9438 [0.9266–0.9570]
0.9442 [0.9271–0.9572]
0.9447 [0.9278–0.9577]
0.9448 [0.9279–0.9578]
0.9450 [0.9281–0.9579]
0.9450[0.9281–0.9579]
0.9450 [0.9281–0.9579]

16.13
15.45
15.36
15.21
15.18
15.15
15.15
15.15

12.48
7.92
8.06
8.36
8.42
8.47
8.47
8.47

0.5119
0.4975
0.4955
0.4924
0.4917
0.4909
0.4909
0.4909

4662
4808
6283
9229
10499
15605
15779
15802
16813
16857
16861
17232
17274
17277

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
12
12
10

21
16
19
16
19
16
19
20
20
20
18
19
21
17

1194
451
628
401
823
341
846
918
787
1073
656
1255
1889
739

0.9463
0.9463
0.9463
0.9464
0.9465
0.9468
0.9471
0.9471
0.9475
0.9482
0.9510
0.9512
0.9516
0.9516

14.80
14.79
14.78
14.77
14.73
14.67
14.58
14.57
14.47
14.27
13.53
13.46
13.37
13.36

10.30
10.32
10.23
10.33
10.30
10.54
9.82
9.92
10.29
11.08
12.52
12.57
12.94
12.99

0.4834
0.4833
0.4831
0.4827
0.4818
0.4805
0.4786
0.4784
0.4761
0.4716
0.4549
0.4535
0.4514
0.4511

[0.9298–0.9589]
[0.9298–0.9589]
[0.9298–0.9589]
[0.9299–0.9589]
[0.9301–0.9591]
[0.9304–0.9592]
[0.9308–0.9595]
[0.9309–0.9595]
[0.9314–0.9598]
[0.9323–0.9604]
[0.9359–0.9625]
[0.9362–0.9627]
[0.9366–0.9629]
[0.9367–0.9630]

Evol = generation in which an improved r2 was obtained;
Geno = number of genotypes in cultivar;
Pheno = number of alive phenotypes in cultivars (number of distinct phenotypes in cultivar);
NAli = number of valid regressions;
r = correlation coefficient; [95% CI]=95% confidence interval associated to the correlation coefficient;
a

= correlation coefficients are different at 15 decimals;

se = sum of residuals in estimate;
Mt = Hölder mean of t values;
Hr = quantity of explained and un-explained entropy

The projection of the descriptors used by Eq. (2) on
the plane of the two most important factors is presented in
supplementary Fig. 1.

Training versus test analysis was applied as the internal
validation method of the GA-MLR model by randomly
splitting PCBs compounds as 154(training):52(test). Statistics of these models are presented in Eqs. (3) and (4):

YGATr ¼ 12:52ð2:415Þ  iIPRJCg  2:30ð0:524Þ  IiPDLCg  10:65ð2:748Þ 
IMDRLHt  0:02ð0:007Þ  IhDDJCt  0:06ð0:008Þ
rtr ½95%CI ¼ 0:9514½0:9337  0:9644; rtr2 ¼ 0:9051; ntr ¼ 154;


2
radjtr
¼ 0:9026; str ¼ 0:25; Ftr ðpÞ ¼ 355 4:35  1075 ;






tint ðpÞ ¼ 10:24 5:72  1019 ; tX1 ðpÞ ¼ 8:67 6:86  1015 ; tX2 ðpÞ ¼ 7:66 2:19  1012 ;




tX3 ðpÞ ¼ 5:36 3:16  107 ; tX4 ðpÞ ¼ 14:49 3:03  1030 :
^

ð3Þ
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Discussion
Our genetic algorithm was implemented and proved its
ability to identify MDF members able to explain the
relationship between the PCBs structure and the logarithm
of octanol-water partition coefficients. We used the tournament method to select MDF descriptors. The ability of the
GA-MLR model with four descriptors was successfully
investigated and the implemented GA revealed its ability to
identify the closest to optimum solution.
The genetic algorithm was analyzed in terms of both its
characteristics and the GA-MLR model identified. The
characterization of the implemented genetic algorithm
revealed the following:
Fig. 2 Evolution of r2: PCBs sample

&

rts ½95%CI  ¼ 0:9583½0:9280  0:9759; rts2 ¼ 0:9183; nts ¼ 52;


2
¼ 0:9113; s ¼ 0:27; Fts ðpÞ ¼ 132 6:27  1025
radjts

ð4Þ
where YbGATr = estimated octanol - water partition
coefficient(expressed in logarithmic scale)in training set;
YbGATs = predicted octanol - water partition coefficient
(expressed in logarithmic scale)in test set; s = standard
error; F(p) = F-value (significance); X1 = iIPRJCg, X2 =
IiPDLCg, X3 = IMDRLHt, X4 = IhDDJCt; int =
intercept; t = t value; tr = training set; ts = test set.
Additional results obtained by randomly splitting
PCBs sample in training and test sets, starting with
120 compounds in the training set, and applying an
increment of two until the number of compounds in the
training set was 180 are presented in supplementary
Table 3.
The abilities of the models presented in Eqs. (3) and (4)
is presented in Fig. 3.
The correlation coefficient identified by the GA-MLR
method (see Eq. (2)) was not statistically different compared to the correlation coefficient of the SAR model
obtained by complete search (see Eq. (1)) (ZSteiger =1.37,
df=203, p=0.0861). The GA-MLR model proved to be
slightly better in terms of the difference between the
observed and the estimated activity (the lowest value of
residuals was obtained in 108 cases out of 206) compared
to the SAR model reported in Eq. (1) (98 cases). The
difference between the measured and estimated/predicted
varied from −1.1999 to 1.3383 for the GA-MLR model and
from −0.8173 to 0.9743 for the SAR model obtained by
complete search.

&

The close to optimum solution was obtained in a shorter
time (less than 0.1 seconds per generation) than the
complete search for the best model (time dimension
measured in days). The time needed to identify the
closest to optimum solution directly depends on the
number of selected generations. In the present research
50,000 generations were imposed and the optimum
solution was identified in a few minutes.
The obtained solution is close to the optimum
solution (obtained by complete search). The absence
of a significant difference between the correlation
coefficient of the model from Eq. (1) and the
GA-MLR model (Eq. (2)) supported this statement.
The genetic algorithm obtained the best solution in the
generation 17,277 (see Fig. 2). Twenty-one evolutions
in terms of determination coefficients were observed.

Fig. 3 GA-MLR model: training vs. test analysis (154 PCBs in
training set)
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The determination coefficient increased in comparison
to the value obtained in previous generation from
9.99∙10−16 (generation 3179 compared to generation
478) to 5.22∙10−3 (generation 16,861 compared to
generation 16,857) when the analysis was performed
on the r2 values with a precision of 15 decimals.
As far as the applicability domain is concerned, the
implemented GA proved its ability to identify the closest
to the optimum as possible determination coefficient by
searching in the sample of PCBs genotypes.

Computing efficiency of the GA algorithm could be
analyzed in terms of combinations needed to be performed
for identification of the closest to optimum solution. The
number of investigated regressions on complete and GA
search for models with 4 descriptors was of 6.46∙1017
(complete search) and 3.70∙1010 (GA algorithm) (see
supplementary Appendix 1). The time needed to find the
optimum (complete search) and closest to optimum model
(GA algorithm) is proportional with complexity of calculation (in the above example the complexity was reduced
by 1.75∙107 times).
The characteristics of the GA-MLR performances were
analyzed and the following were revealed:
&

&
&

&
&
&

The number of genotypes equaled the imposed number
(set in the present research at 12), with one exception (the
generation when the highest determination coefficient was
obtained, where the number of genotypes equaled 10).
The number of distinct phenotypes in cultivar varied
from 16 to 23 and, as expected, was directly related to
the number of valid regressions.
The correlation coefficients of the GA-MLR models in
evolution were included into the 95% confidence
interval of the correlation coefficient associated to the
best GA-MLR model. This was expected since the
difference between the minimum and maximum correlation coefficients was equal to 0.0103.
The sum of residuals in estimate varied from 13.36 to
16.13. The minimum value was obtained when the GAMLR model had the highest determination coefficient.
The Hölder mean varied from 7.92 to 12.99; the
maximum value was obtained when the GA-MLR
model had the highest determination coefficient.
The quantity of explained and un-explained entropy
varied from 0.4511 to 0.5119; the minimum value was
obtained when the GA-MLR model had the highest
determination coefficient.

in logarithmic scale (see Eq. (2)). The contribution of each
descriptor from GA-MLR model was investigated by using
the partial F test. Starting to the model with one descriptor,
adding of a new descriptor proved to significantly improve
the estimation of the model (see supplementary Table 2). In
addition, adding of a new descriptor revealed to provide a
model with a significantly higher correlation coefficient
(see Steiger’s Z test, supplementary Table 2). These results
sustain the validity of the GA-MLR model. Besides the
determination correlation coefficient and its adjusted value,
the standard error of estimate sustained the estimation
abilities of the GA-MLR model (see Eq. (2)). The analysis
of the GA-MLR model showed that the octanol-water
partition coefficient was of geometric (iIPRJCg and
IiPDLCg) and topological (IMDRLHt and IhDDJCt) nature
and depended on PCBs cardinality (iIPRJCg, IiPDLCg, and
IhDDJCt) and number of hydrogen atoms (IMDRLHt) as
atomic properties. As can be observed, when Eqs. (1) and
(2) were compared, the closest to the optimum solution (Eq.
(2)) preserved only the geometric and topological nature of
the octanol-water partition coefficient in relation with the
structure of PCBs.
The MDF descriptors identified by GA proved to be
useful in characterization of relationships between octanolwater partition coefficient and structure of PCBs in principal
components and classification analysis. Four factors were
obtained; the first two factors were revealed to have a
contribution of 98.51% (see supplementary Fig. 1).
The results obtained in leave-25%-out sustained the
abilities of GA-MLR model. Both models presented in Eqs.
(3) and (4) are statistically significant. All descriptors had
significant contribution in explanation of the relationship
between compounds structure and octanol-water partition
coefficients (see t-values, Eqs. (3) and (4)). Moreover, the
values of the determination coefficients obtained in training Eq. (3) and test - Eq. (4) are comprised into the 95%
confidence interval of determination coefficient obtained by
GA-MLR model - Eq. (2).
The results obtained in training vs. test analysis (Eqs. (3)
and (4), and additionally results presented in supplementary
Table 3), the determination coefficient and the standard
error of predicted (see Eq. (2)) supported the abilities of the
model in prediction. The analysis of the GA-MLR model in
training vs. test experiment when the number of compounds
in training sets varied from 120 to 180 with an increment of
2 (supplementary Table 3) revealed the following:
&

The analysis of the GA was also performed by analyzing
the GA-MLR model. The GA-MLR model was statistically
significant, each MDF descriptor contributed to the explanation of the octanol-water partition coefficient expressed

All models, in training as well as in test sets, were
statistically significant (see supplementary Table 3).
Moreover, the two decimal values of the intercept and
the descriptors’ coefficients of the models obtained in
the training set belonged to the 95% confidence
intervals, with one exception (the coefficient of the
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&

&

IhDDJCt descriptor, 156 PCBs in the training test,
which was under the lower boundary - see supplementary Table 3 and Eq. (2)).
The correlation coefficients obtained in the training sets
belonged to the 95% confidence interval of the GA-MLR
model (see Eq. (2) and supplementary Table 3). The
statement is also true for test sets, with three exceptions
(numbers 28, 42, and 44 in test sets); in all three cases
the correlation coefficient exceeded the 95% confidence
interval of the GA-MLR model (see Eq. (2) and Table 3).
The graphical representation in Fig. 3, where the
training set comprises 154 PCBs, supported the estimation and prediction abilities of the GA-MLR model.

In our study, the search for the pairs of MDF descriptors
able to explain the relationship between the structure of PCBs
and the octanol-water partition coefficients (expressed in
logarithmic scale) was translated into genetic terms and solved
by developing, implementing and assessing a genetic algorithm. Although the method is not new in the SAR analysis of
PCBs [55, 56, 57], we approached it differently by using
genetic algorithms and implementing them on PCBs. The
implemented GA identified the pairs of MDF descriptors
able to characterize the relationships between the structure of
the PCBs and the octanol-water partition coefficient.

Conclusions
The proposed genetic algorithm proved its abilities in terms
of speed, precision and applicability domain on multivariate
linear regression models on octanol-water partition coefficients of the investigated polychlorinated biphenyls.
The genetic algorithm obtained a close to optimum solution
(not significantly different from the one obtained by complete
search) in a very short time. Moreover, the relationship
between the structure of PCBs and the octanol-water partition
coefficient obtained by applying the GA proved to be of
geometric and topological nature as previously identified by
the complete search, proving thus the consistency of the
solution proposed by the genetic algorithm.
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